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We discuss a minimal extension to the standard model in which two singlet scalar states that only
interacts with the Higgs boson is added. Their masses and interaction strengths are fixed by the two
requirements of canceling the one-loop quadratic corrections to the Higgs boson mass and providing
a viable dark matter candidate. Direct detection of the lightest of these new states in nuclear
scattering experiments is possible with a cross section within reach of future experiments.
PACS numbers: 11.30.Qc, 12.60Fr, 14.80.Bn, 95.35.+d
Physics at LEP taught us how electroweak (EW) pre-
cision measurements prefer a Higgs boson mass between
100 and 200 GeV [1] and—not having seen new particles
beyond those of the standard model (SM)—a cutoff Λ for
higher order operators encoding new physics larger than
5 TeV [2]. Both these results seem to be confirmed by
the early runs of the LHC. In particular, the possible de-
termination of the Higgs boson mass around 125 GeV [3]
comes in support to the first, while the absence of new
states propagating below the TeV scale [4] would support
the second one.
When taken together, the two statements above rise
the problem of the little hierarchy: for the Higgs boson
mass (and the electroweak vacuum expectation value) to
be in the 100 GeV range—that is, roughly between one
and two orders of magnitude smaller than the cutoff—
quadratic renormalization effects must be canceled to an
unnaturally high accuracy. This cancellation may either
come from a symmetry—as it is the case in supersym-
metric models—or be an accident in which the various
terms conspire to cancel against each other. In the latter
case, the cancellation is best thought as the effect of a
dynamical mechanism, at work beyond the cutoff, which
arises from new physics that we do not know and simu-
late by fixing by hand some of the terms in the effective
lagrangian.
In this letter, we come back to the little hierarchy prob-
lem by following such an empirical approach and discuss
a possible solution based on the presence of inert scalar
states [5], that is, scalar particles only interacting with
the Higgs boson (and gravity) which acquire no vacuum
expectation value.
The simplest realization is based on the addition to the
SM of just two states: two real scalars Sa and Sb trans-
forming as the singlet representation of the EW gauge
group SU(2) × U(1) (and similarly not charged under
the color group).
In addition we impose a Z2 symmetry under which Sa,b
are odd and all the SM fields are even. In this way, the
new states couple to the SM Higgs doublet only through
quartic interactions in the scalar potential.
By construction, our model is inert and therefore we
only look for solutions with 〈Sa,b〉 = 0, thus Z2 is unbro-
ken and after EW symmetry breaking the lightest singlet
state can potentially be a viable cold dark matter (DM)
candidate.
We solve the little hierarchy problem by assuming that
the Veltman condition [6] is satisfied, namely that the
new scalar sector couples to the SM Higgs boson just so
as to make the one-loop quadratic divergences to the SM
Higgs boson bare mass vanish (see [7] for an earlier appli-
cation of the same idea in a non-inert model and [8] for a
multi-scalar implementation studying solutions different
from ours). Once one-loop quadratic divergent terms are
canceled, the Higgs boson mass is only renormalized by
one-loop finite terms and higher-loop corrections and can
therefore be naturally smaller than the cutoff.
In this approach, we may also ask whether there are
natural solutions for which the bare masses of Sa,b are
of the same order of their one-loop quadratic correction,
or, in other words, whether there are solutions for which
Sa,b has a mass of the order m & Λ/4pi—that is, m &
700 GeV for Λ ∼ 10 TeV. Such mass values would then
be natural thus removing the need of adding additional
particles (fermions, in this case) to cancel a` la Veltman
the one-loop quadratic divergences to the masses of Sa,b.
As we shall see, this is indeed the case.
The lagrangian of the model is given by the kinetic and
Yukawa terms of the SM with a scalar potential given by
V (H,Sa, Sb) = µ
2
H(H
†H) + µ2aS
2
a + µ
2
bS
2
b
+ λ1(H
†H)2 + λ2aS
4
a + λ2bS
4
b
+ λ3c(H
†H)SaSb
+ λ3a(H
†H)S2a + λ3b(H
†H)S2b
+ λ4aS
3
aSb + λ4bS
3
bSa + λ4cS
2
aS
2
b . (1)
Notice that in eq. (1) the quadratic term SaSb is not
present because eliminated by a field redefinition. A
subset of the independent parameters of the potential
in eq. (1) is constrained by requiring:
- the Veltman condition for the SM Higgs doublet
renormalization;
- tree-level unitarity for SiSj scattering;
- correct relic density for the lightest Si as a cold DM
candidate.
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2We impose no non-triviality condition.
The Veltman condition consists in the vanishing of the
one-loop quadratic divergence contribution to the Higgs
mass. The most unambiguous way to compute it is by
using dimensional regularization (DR) and extract the
pole in D = 2. Other renormalization schemes, and in
particular those with a sharp cutoff, give rise to scheme-
dependent divergent logarithmic terms which obscure the
result. Accordingly we find
δµ2H ∝
1
16pi2
[9
4
g2 +
3
4
g′2 +6λ1 +λ3a +λ3b −12y2t
]
, (2)
where g and g′ are the EW gauge couplings and yt is
the top Yukawa couplings—having neglected all the other
much smaller Yukawa couplings. As usual the minimiza-
tion of the scalar potential is obtained by imposing that
at the minimum 〈H〉 = vW /
√
2 and, as already men-
tioned, by requiring that Sa,b be inert with vanishing vac-
uum expectation values. In this way, we obtain three sim-
ple relations between the masses of the physical scalars,
namely h,Sa and Sb, and the parameters of the scalar
potential V (H,Sa, Sb):
λ1 =
m2h
2v2W
, λ3a + λ3b =
m2Sa +m
2
Sb
− 2µ2a − 2µ2b
v2W
(3)
Accordingly, the Higgs boson mass quadratic divergent
contribution becomes proportional to
δµ2H ∝
1
16pi2v2W
[
3m2h + 3m
2
Z + 6m
2
W +m
2
Sa +m
2
Sb
− 2µ2a − 2µ2b − 12m2t
]
. (4)
Consistently we compute the one-loop finite contribu-
tions to the Higgs boson mass using dimensional regu-
larization with renormalization scale µ. The SM particle
contributions are negligible while the new scalars, the
mass of which is not fixed at this level, contribute with
δm2h(µ
2) ' 1
16pi2
[
λ3am
2
Sa log
m2Sa
µ2
+ λ3bm
2
Sb
log
m2Sb
µ2
]
, (5)
where we are neglecting terms proportional to
λ3cv
2
W /(m
2
a − m2b) because they are small for the
solutions we are interested in.
By imposing the Veltman condition δµ2H = 0 we obtain
the sum m2Sa +m
2
Sb
in terms of the unknown parameter
µ2a,b and of the input physical quantities mh, mt, mW
and mZ which, by substituting their experimental values
(taking for mh the value of 125 GeV), yields
m2Sa +m
2
Sb
= 5002 + 2µ2a + 2µ
2
b , (6)
with an overall uncertainty—given by the neglected
lighter quark masses contribution—of about 5%.
Since Sa,b are inert, µ
2
a,b > 0 and we automatically
have a lower bound for m2Sa +m
2
Sb
given by 5002 GeV2.
Moreover, the Higgs boson discovery put a constraint on
the Higgs decay into light singlet scalars h→ SiSi, which
gives an individual lower bound for mSa,b of roughly 60
GeV—well below the mass range we are interested in.
In addition, the sum λ3a +λ3b is fixed by eq. (3) to be
λ3a + λ3b =
5002
v2W
' 4.1 , (7)
a rather large value which is however still within the per-
turbative regime since (λ3a,b)
2/4pi2 < 1 and the triviality
bounds on the Higgs potential.
Tree-level unitarity for the scattering of the additional
scalars can be verified by examining the partial wave
unitarity for the two-particle amplitudes for energies
s ≥ M2W ,M2Z . We write the J = 0 partial wave am-
plitude a0 in terms of the tree-level amplitude T as
a0(s) =
1
32pi
∫ 1
−1
d cos θ T (s) =
1
16pi
F (λi) . (8)
We can compute the amplitudes by using only the scalar
potential because of the equivalence theorem [9]. Ac-
cordingly, in the high-energies regime, the only relevant
contributions come from the quartic couplings in the po-
tential and F in eq. (8) is a function of the λi in the
potential in eq. (1).
The combination of the λi entering in F is constrained
by unitarity which requires a0(s) < 1. If we take λ1, λ3a
and λ3b according to eq. (3) and eq. (7), the unitarity
constraint is satisfied by taking all the other λi of order
one.
The EW precision measurements are automatically
satisfied by the singlets inert model because of the value
of the Higgs boson mass and the non-interaction of the
new states with the rest of the SM particles.
The inert scalars Si, being gauge singlets, only in-
teracts with the SM particles through the Higgs boson
h. The point-like interaction λ3k/2SiSjhh and the scat-
tering mediated by h—both in the s and t channels—
contribute to the cross section SiSj → hh. The Higgs bo-
son h also mediates the scattering processes SiSj → ff¯ ,
SiSj →W+W−, SiSj → ZZ.
It has been shown [10] that a single inert singlet that
couples with the Higgs boson with a small coupling is a
realistic cold DM candidate with a mass . vW . In our
case, the lightest singlet may account for the correct relic
density in the opposite regime where its mass is  vW
and its coupling with the Higgs boson relatively large. In
this case, fixing Sa to be the lightest and assuming that
Sb is sufficiently heavier not to take into account coan-
nihiliation processes, the scattering amplitude is domi-
nated by the pointlike SaSa → hh vertex which gives a
contribution to the total cross section equal to
〈σv〉 ' 1
16pi
λ23a
m2Sa
. (9)
3FIG. 1: The allowed region for the singlet masses mSa and
mSb satisfying all the constraints discussed in the text. The
upper line comes by requiring finite one-loop corrections to
the Higgs boson mass of order 100 GeV when the lightest
singlet state provides the correct amount of relic density in
the universe. The diagonal line corresponds to the condition
that Sb is sufficiently heavier than Sa so as to allow neglect-
ing coannihilation processes when computing the relic density.
Finally the vertical line on the left is the lowest mass value
for Sa which is still natural for an effective theory below 10
TeV.
To estimate the viability of Sa as DM candidate, we make
use of the approximated analytical solution [11]. The
relic abundance nDM is written as
nDM
s
=
√
180
pig∗
1
MplTf 〈σv〉 , (10)
where Mpl is the Planck mass, Tf is the freeze-out tem-
perature, which for our and similar candidates is given
by mSa/Tf ∼ 26. The constant g∗ = 106.75 + 2 counts
the number of SM degrees of freedom in thermal equi-
librium plus the additional degrees of freedom related
to the singlets, s is their total entropy density. Current
data fit within the standard cosmological model give a
relic abundance with ΩDMh
2 = 0.112 ± 0.006 [12] which
corresponds to
nDM
s
=
(0.40± 0.02)
109mSa/GeV
. (11)
Under the hypothesis that the two singlets have a mass
≥ 800 GeV not to be protected at the one-loop level,
that the Sb decays mainly through Sb → Sahh, and that
the finite contribution in eq. (5) is of order the Higgs
boson mass, eqs. (10)–(11) determine an allowed region
in the singlet masses space as shown in Fig. 1 and roughly
FIG. 2: Spin independent cross section per nucleon versus
DM candidate masses [16]. The black (red) solid line cor-
responds to the XENON100 (CDMSII) data. Black points
and the black dashed line are the projections for upgraded
XENON100 and XENON1T, respectively. The red dashed
line, down triangles and stars correspond to different projec-
tions for SCDMS. The green vertical line is the prediction of
the inert inert model discussed in this letter.
delimited by
0.7 ≤ mSa (TeV) ≤ 0.9 and 0.8 ≤ mSb (TeV) ≤ 1.1 .
The uncertainty here is dominated by the approximations
built in the analytical expression given by eq. (10) which
can be estimated to be of the order of 10%.
Notice that had we introduced only one singlet state,
the solution of the little hierarchy problem would have
given it a mass and a coupling to the Higgs boson lead-
ing to a relic abundance too large to agree with current
determinations. This is the motivation behind the intro-
duction of two rather than just one additional scalar.
We verified—by using the software of [13]—that pho-
ton and charged particle fluxes are two or more orders of
magnitude smaller than those corresponding to a typical
EW scale DM candidate. For this reason, there seems to
be little hope of testing the model in such indirect DM
searches.
On the other hand, there exists a possibility of detect-
ing the inert scalar Sa in nuclear scattering experiments.
The λ3 quartic term in eq. (1) gives rise also to the three
fields interaction SSh which yields the effective singlet-
nucleon vertex
fN
λ3mN
m2h
SaSa ψ¯NψN . (12)
4The (non-relativistic) cross section for the process is
given by [14]
σN = f
2
Nm
2
N
λ23
4pi
(
mr
mSam
2
h
)2
, (13)
wheremr is the reduced mass for the system which is, to a
vary good approximation in our case, equal to the nucleon
mass mN ; the factor fN contains many uncertainties due
to the computation of the nuclear matrix elements and
it can vary from 0.3 to 0.6 [15]. Substituting the values
we have found for our model, we obtain, depending on
the choice of parameters within the given uncertainties,
a cross section σN between 10
−45 and 10−44cm2, a value
within reach of the next generation of experiments (see
Fig. 2).
Let us conclude by commenting on other possible inert
models obtained by using larger SU(2) representations.
The inert doublet model [5] has been studied in the past
because it provided a solution to the little hierarchy prob-
lem in the regime of a large Higgs boson mass, a scenario
now ruled out by latest LHC data [3].
More recently, inert models with doublet or higher rep-
resentations have been studied because they provide vi-
able DM candidates [17]. Once we require that an inert
model satisfies all the constraints discussed in this let-
ter, namely Veltman condition for the Higgs boson mass,
correct relic density for the lightest neutral state, finite
contributions to the Higgs boson mass of order 100 GeV,
the case of only one inert state transforming as a non-
trivial complex representation of SU(2), let us call it R,
resembles the case of one singlet and does not allow for
any solution.
The reason is that the Veltman condition in the case
of a non-trvial representation modifies the couplings in
the potential only by a multiplicity factor, thus implying
that the quartic coupling hhRR remains too large unless
very big (dR ∼ 10) representations are invoked. Then,
by requiring the correct relic density, this turns in a mass
value larger than 1 TeV and, as a consequence, the fi-
nite contributions to the Higgs boson mass are too large.
Moreover, the mass splittings among the components of
R have to be controlled so as not to affect EW precision
measurements, implying that not all the coannihilation
effects can be neglected.
In conclusion, even by promoting the inert states to be
in a non-trivial complex representation of SU(2), we still
need at least two of them, as in the case of the model
described in this letter, and no advantage seems to be
gained.
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